2012 ALL-SIS Web Presence Task Force: Survey Results

(All pie graphs are based on 70 survey responses)

Awards & Grants
2

4

1 - Essential to have on new site; should be on Home Page

11

2 - Essential to have on new site; not necessary to have on Home Page if
it's easy to find
3 - Should be on the new site, but OK if buried in a menu

4 - Would be nice to have on new site, but not essential

53

Committee Pages
9

1 - Essential to have on new site; should be on Home Page
23

2 - Essential to have on new site; not necessary to have on Home Page if
it's easy to find

38

3 - Should be on the new site, but OK if buried in a menu

News & Events
3

2

1 - Essential to have on new site; should be on Home Page

18

2 - Essential to have on new site; not necessary to have on Home Page if it's easy to find

46

3 - Should be on the new site, but OK if buried in a menu

4 - Would be nice to have on new site, but not essential

Resources for Members
5
1 - Essential to have on new site; should be on Home Page

30

2 - Essential to have on new site; not necessary to have on Home Page if it's
easy to find
34
3 - Should be on the new site, but OK if buried in a menu

Links to Other Sites
4

3
1 - Essential to have on new site; should be on Home Page
16

17

2 - Essential to have on new site; not necessary to have on Home Page if it's easy to find

3 - Should be on the new site, but OK if buried in a menu

4 - Would be nice to have on new site, but not essential

29

5 - Not needed on the new site

Information 'About' ALL-SIS
2

10

1 - Essential to have on new site; should be on Home Page

2 - Essential to have on new site; not necessary to have on Home Page if it's easy to find
36
21

3 - Should be on the new site, but OK if buried in a menu

4 - Would be nice to have on new site, but not essential

Social Media Options
7

8
1 = Essential to have on new site, and should be on every page

2 = essential to have on the new site, but doesn't need to be on every page
20

3 = would be nice to have somewhere on the site, but not essential
35
4 = not needed on the new sit

How often do you use Social Media to share things related to ALL-SIS ?
2

Daily

2
11

Monthly

Every Few Months
6
Once or Twice Per Year
49

Never

How Often Do You Visit the ALL-SIS Website?
7

Weekly

13

Monthly

23

Every Few Months

24
One or Twice Per Year

*only 69 people responded to this question out of the 70 who took the survey

When respondents were asked “For what purpose(s) do you most often visit the ALL-SIS website,” their responses included the following words:
(The larger the word, the more often it appeared in responses)

When asked, “What do you like best about the ALL-SIS site?” people responded with the following:



Lots of content available



That it's available for quick look up of
the above mentioned items (contact
information, newsletter & events).

The Sourcebook, Collection
Development Policies, and Toolkits
(essentially, collaborations among
members)



Not a whole lot. It's hard to find stuff
and most of the links are out of date.



It exists.



Color scheme



The current site makes me cringe.



simplicity





Pretty basic, but has most everything I
need.

It really is full of information, so I can't
imagine needing something that I can't
find there.



lots of information available



easy to find all materials. No multilayered menus to navigate.



The Legal Research Sourcebook rocks!



it's simple



the sourcebook



easy to find in the midst of other AALL
resources. don't take that away





I can search for members' contact
information.
I find it fairly easy to navigate around



I appreciate helpful resources such as
the faculty services toolkit. Other useful
resources include surveys, etc., that
show how other libraries handle shared
situations/problems (ex. teaching legal
research, dealing with copyright,
marketing library services)



Search functionality.



Member resources: e.g. Sourcebook for
Teaching Legal Research



it's pretty easy to navigate



Great collection of resources



everything is there



I like having the committee rosters
easily accessible and the information on
advancing your career, for example I've
thoroughly read the information on
how best to pursue an academic library
director position.



The Committee pages, especially when
I am a Committee member; the
resources prepared by committees; the
ALL-SIS newsletter page.



It exists



I'm pretty neutral about it. Nothing
stands out.



Sourcebook for teaching



Ease of navigation

People were given the opportunity to provide additional feedback and they responded with the following:


I think it's the aim of AALL generally to have all social media/collaboration to go through the "My Communities" section of AALLnet so you might want to
consider that avenue before investing a lot of resources in promoting social media through the ALL-SIS website itself



Thanks for asking for our opinions.



I go to it to get information about the SIS and its committees since this is information that is not available elsewhere. Please make keeping it up to date
a priority.



Why is the screen in "portrait"? There is a lot of wasted space on the screen. 2. I hope that all materials can be covered on one screen, so we do not
need to scroll up or down. The homepage should just be an outline/first step to click on for more information.



Please keep up to date with minutes of meetings and other things. It would be great if the sourcebook were on a more user-friendly platform. I'd like to
be able to search the full-text of things. I'm so used to this website that I can easily find what I need.



The Facebook "Like" button tracks visitors, even if they are not logged on to Facebook. It is almost ubiquitous, so I won't avoid websites with it, but I get
annoyed that it's there.



I would love it if it could have links to substantive materials; training handouts; sample policies (collection development, access services, patrons, etc.)



Social media impact (and usage) is incredibly overrated. I'd suggest that links should be available but any real content (discussions, posting new events,
etc) should be on the site and not simply put out via social media outlets.



Needs to be updated regularly. Not blaming the webmaster -- that's a big job. Maybe AALL needs to give more access to ALL-SIS committees?



http://xkcd.com/773/



I don't use social media much, but many of our younger members and reference librarians do, so it is essential to keep them as engaged as possible.



Sending out a reminder each year that it exists might be a good idea. As someone new to librarianship, I thought most everything was on the AALL site,
and would not think about going to find the SIS site, although it would be useful often.

